Abstract. In this paper we study the pointwise multipliers of the space L\X, r) ® L\Y, jt) for different measure spaces (X, v) and (Y, fi). First we consider the case where X and Y are finite sets, then we use this to study the multipliers of L2
be called the multiplier algebra of A.
Multiplier algebras have been studied by Schur, [8] , for the space of matrices describing bounded linear operators on I2, and by Bennett, [2] , for certain other spaces of matrices. Bennett proved the result: a matrix F: lp -» /* is a multiplier of L(lp, lq) (the space of bounded linear operators from lp into /*) if and only if, for each d E lp, the matrix F ° (diag d): lp* -> /°° is (q, ^-absolutely summing. The space L2(X, v) ® L2(X, v), the completion of the projective tensor product with itself [1] , can be realized as a space of functions on (X X X, v ® v). The author [5] showed that 91L(/2 ® I2) is isomorphic to the space of all functions <p on N x N (N is the set of natural numbers) such that there exists a sequence (<p")"_i uniformly bounded in l°° <8> l°° which converges to <p pointwise. The previous result of the author is included implicitly in that of Bennett [2] .
The object of this paper is to study the multiplier algebra of L2(X, v) <t> L2(X, v) for a nondiscrete space X. In particular we study the multiplier algebra of L2(I, v) ® L2(I, v), where / is the unit interval and v is any Borel measure on /. As is known [7] L2(X, v) ® L2(X, v) is isometrically isomorphic to the space of trace-class operators on L2(X, v). This implies that if <p E 9H(L2(/, v) ® L2(/, v)), \\<p\\m = sup|<<p• M ® u, uy\, where the supremum is taken over all atoms u ® v and all operators U in the unit balls of L\X, v) < §> L2(A-, v) and L(L2(X, v)) respectively. Throughout this paper, H denotes a real (or complex) Hilbert space of dimension n. HA is a Banach space then A* denotes its dual and L(A) is the space of bounded linear operators on A. An atom in A ® A is an element of the form / ® g,/and g are in A. For a £ A, \\a\\A denotes the norm of a in A. The space of /»-summable sequences will be denoted by lp, and /°° stands for the space of bounded sequences. Finally, I2 will denote the n-dimensional space of square summable sequences, Z"+ stands for the set {1, 2, . . . , n}, and;»* is the conjugate of/» (\/p + \/p* = 1).
1. Multipliers and normal contractions. We denote by H a complex Hubert space.
The set D -{Z £ C| \Z\ < 1} will denote the unit disc, and C(D) the space of continuous functions on D. For any pair of normal contractions S and T on H and for any element <p in C(D) < §> C(D), one can make sense of <p(S, T). Let Ex = , n"} be any two sets in D, where n is the dimen-..,«}, then consider the function \p: Z"+ x Z"+ -» {A" . . ., \J and E2 = {«" . . sion of H. If Z"+ is the set {1, C defined by
Then we prove the following. (ii) \\<p(S, 7)|| "h) ^ 1Z07" any Pa'r of normal (not necessarily commuting) contractions S and T on H whose eigenvalues are the elements of the sets Ex and E2 respectively.
Proof, (i) -» (ii). Let S and T be any pair of normal contractions on H with Ex and E2 their sets of eigenvalues. Let {ex, . . . ,en} and {/,, . .. ,/"} be two sets of orthonormal vectors such that Sej = \e, and Tfj = rrfj, 1 < i,j < n. for some constant C independent of <p, for all pairs of normal contractions S and T onH.
2. Multipliers and spectral measures. Let X be a set, F a a-algebra of subsets of X. A map P, P: F-> L(H) is called a spectral measure on X if the range of P is contained in the set of projections in L(H), if disjoint sets are taken to orthogonal projections, and if P(X) = I. Further the set function ¡ix: F^C,[ix(E) = (P(E)x, x) is a measure on X for all x E H. Now taking X to be the set Z"+ and F to be the family of all subsets of Z"+, we prove Theorem 2.1. The following are equivalent.
(i)<pEM(l¿®Oand\\<p\\M< 1.
(ii) \\2,"j"x<p(i,j)P(i)Q(j)\\L(H) ^ 1 for every pair of (not necessarily commuting) spectral measures P, Q on Z"+. 
Proof. (i)-»(ii)
.
This proves (ii). Conversely (ii) -> (i).
Let a® übe any atom in the unit ball of I2 ® I2 and U be any unitary operator in L(l2). Choose {ex, . .. ,en} and {/,, ...,/"} to be two sets of orthonormal vectors in H such that U(i,j) = </, ^>. Put,y = 27_ik(0*,> * = j-\v(J)fß aQd define P(i) = Projection on the span of {c,} and Q(J) = Projection on the span of {fj}. Then we have
This completes the proof of the theorem. Theorem 2.1 can be restated as follows.
Theorem 2.1'. The following are equivalent.
(i)<p£M(l¿®ftand\\<p\\M< 1.
for all pairs of sets {xx, . . ., xn} and {yx,. . ., v"} of orthogonal elements in H.
One can show the following from Theorem 2.1. 
by Theorem 2.1. Hence \\^\\M < \\<p\\M. Similarly, since a®ß:NxN->NxN is onto, one can show that ||<p||w < H^IIa/-Lemma 2.1 implies that if <p is a matrix in M(l2 ® I2), and <// is another matrix obtained from <¡p by repeating finitely many rows finitely many times then uV G M(l2 èl2) and U\\m -HI*-Let E be any finite set and /t a discrete measure on E which vanishes at no point of E. We write v for the counting measure on E. If S is the kernel of an operator in the unit ball of L(L2(E, ¡x)), then S(a, b) = S(a, b)(KoMb))x/2 is the kernel of an for all atoms u ® u in the unit ball of L2(E, p) ® L2(E, p) and all kernels S in the unit ball of L (L2(E, p) ). Then one can show that <p E M(L2(E, v) ® L2(E, v)) and \\<p\\M < 1. Consequently we have the following. Theorem 2.2. Let E be a finite set. Let i>, and v2 be any two discrete measures on E which are absolutely continuous with respect to each other. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) <p E M(L\E, vx) ® L\E, vx)) and ||v||" < 1.
(ii) <p E M(L2(E, vj ® L\E, vjj) and \\<p\\M < 1. (ii) || ffE x E<p(a, b) dP(a) dQ(b)\\ ¿^ < 1 for every pair of spectral measures P and Q on (E, v). Now, let X be another set which has the same cardinality as E. Define p to be a discrete measure on X such that F: (X, p) -»(£, p)isa(l-l) onto measure-preserving map. (ii) U(<p) E M(L2(X, p) ® L\X, p)) and || U(<p)\\M < 1.
Proof, (i) -^ (ii). By Theorem 2.2 we can assume without loss of generality that v(E¡) = \E¡\, the cardinality of E¡. Hence we take p to be the counting measure on X. Theorem 2.3 together with (i) implies that ||//£X£<P(a> °) dP(a) dQ(b)\\nH) < 1, for every pair of spectral measure P and Q on (E, v).
Let « ® v be any atom in the unit ball of L2(X, p) ® L2(X, p), and let S be any 3. Multipliers on infinite compact spaces. Let 7 denote the unit interval [0, 1], and f be the a-algebra of all Borel sets in 7. For each positive integer n, let <%n denote the a-algebra generated by the 2" equal length intervals of 7 whose union is 7. If m is a bounded Borel function on 7 X 7, then en(q>) will denote the conditional expectation of <p with respect to the a-algebra <3r" ® <3" in 7 X 7. If en(v) is the restriction of v to <#", then // <p(x,y) dv(x) dv(y) = ff en(<p)(x, v) «*l,(i-)(*) <fe»(>0, for every set £ef"®f".We write L2(r) for L2 (7, p) , and ||F||Tr for the norm of F in L2(v) ® L2(r). Since L2(»<) ® L2(í<) is the dual of L2(v) ® L2(i<), [6] , it follows that ||-F||T;. = sup|<F, uV>|, where the supremum is taken over all compact operators i// in the unit ball of L2(v) ® L2(v). (ii) e"(m) G M(L2(7, $,, e») ® L2(7, f., e»)) am/ ||en(<)p)||M < 1.
Proof, (i) -► (ii). For a start, let L2(^,(i»)) ® L2(e"(v)) stand for L2(7, S"B, e"(i>)) ® L2(7, $,, en(i')). Let/ ® g be an atom in the unit ball of L2(en(v)) ® L2(e"(»')) and K be the kernel of a contractive compact operator on L2(en(v)). Since / ® g • Ä" G L2(e"(í') X £"(»-)), it follows, [3] , that e"(<p-f®g-K)=f®g-Ken(<p). In the final part of the paper we prove a result similar to Theorem 2.3. To start with, let P and Q be any two spectral measures on (/, <3r), and en(P) and e"(Q) will denote the restriction of P and Q to (/, %) respectively. If m is a bounded Borel function on (/ X /, f X <$), then set Sn= f f en(<p)(x,y) <kn(P)(x) den(Q)(y).
J JIXI
The sequence (S")^LX need not converge in the weak-operator topology. However if (5")"_, converges weakly, then let S = ff¡XIfp(x,y)dP(x)dQ(y) denote such a limit. One observes that if S exists then it is independent of the sequence (%)*.. x. Now we prove Theorem 3.3. For any bounded Borel function <p on I X I and for any Borel measure i> on I, the following are equivalent.
(i) (p G M(L\p) ® L2(p)) and \\<p\\M < 1.
(ii) \\SSixitP(\x,y)dP(x)dQ(y)\\L(H) < 1 for all pairs of spectral measures P and Q on (I, <5).
Proof, (i) -» (ii). Let <p G M(L2(v) ® L2(v)) and \\<p\\M < 1. Theorem 3.1 implies that e"(m) G M(L2(en(p)) ® L2(e"(v))) and ||e"(<p)||w < 1 for all n > 1. Hence by Theorem 2.3, IISJI^/,) < 1 for all n > 1. Now we want to prove that ((S"a, 6»~_, is a convergent sequence of complex numbers for every a and b in H. We show such a sequence is a Cauchy sequence.
If E = A X B is an atom in % X %, then for m > n, E £ $" X fm. Let £ -S^.i^, X Bj in 7"m X Fm, where /I = U 4" B = U 5, and A, X 5, is an atom in í" X îm. If e"(tp)(E) = X £ C, then e"(<p)(2< K/^M Q(B)b} = A</»(/l)a, ß(fi)i»> = 2 X(P(A)a, Q(Bj)by.
«V-l
Hence for each m > n, we have a function e"m(<¡p) which is *%~m X Wm measurable and e™(<p)(x,y) = en(<p)(x,y) for all (x,y) £ I X 7. This enables us to write |<S"a,é>-<.<>>, Z»>| = 2 (C(<P)(', s) -em(<p)(r, s)) ■ <ß(7f>, P(Er)b> This completes the proof of the theorem.
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